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1. Abstract 
 
Past research has shown that games on handheld devices can be used to motivate and elicit 
therapeutic movements from traumatic brain injury (TBI). There remains a need to examine how 
this approach can be best integrated into the daily practice of the therapists treating these 
patients.  Moreover, there is a need to understand how a therapist’s goals for a particular patient 
can be translated into terms meaningful within the game, and how game output can be 
translated back into information that helps the therapist monitor a patient’s progress and 
intervene when necessary. Furthermore, there is a need to examine what type of supporting 
software infrastructure is needed in order for therapists to utilize this approach in a clinical 
setting, and whether or not there is potential to improve the effectiveness and productivity of 
therapists when all of these issues, ranging from patient motivation and therapist efficiency, are 
addressed in the context of an end to end solution. This study addresses these questions with a 
contextual inquiry in local physical therapy clinics facilitated by a series of rapid prototypes. 
Results have shown that a tight integration of the Pocket PT platform has great potential to 
increase therapist effectiveness and productivity.
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2. Introduction 
 
In the rehabilitation of stroke or traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients, therapists often find a need 
to quantify the control a patient has over the muscles in their torso. This notion of measurement 
is often referred to as trunk control. Traditionally there have been two methods used to get this 
measurement. Either through qualitative analysis by the therapist that scores a patient based on 
a series of predefined tasks/tests, or the use of large, expensive medical equipment that 
specializes in the measurement of a patients balance and control. In early 2012, a third no-
traditional method was developed through the use of gamification to motivate and elicit 
therapeutic movements from patients, which are measured and recorded. This was developed 
in a recent study by Restrepo et al. in accessorized therapeutic game experiences. [1, 2] 
 
Past research has shown that games on handheld devices can be used to motivate and elicit 
therapeutic movements. This was achieved through the use of highly configurable games that 
therapists could tailor to fit the needs of particular patients. A device called the Quantitative 
Trunk Measurement Device (QTCMD), whose goal was the evaluation of trunk control in stroke 
or traumatic brain injury (TBI) patients, was used as the sensor for the games. The device was 
developed in early 2010 by GVSU’s school of engineering and was capable of measuring 
angular motion in the range from -70 to +70 degrees, in both the left-right and forward-backward 
directions. The device has gone through much iteration before ending up as a wireless sensory 
accessory device that was used in conjunction with the games. 
 
Integrating this new method of administering motivating therapy into therapists daily practice 
seems like the next logical step for this research. However, there still remains a need to 
examine how this approach can be best integrated. Tightly integrating this new technology in a 
way that is easily manageable by therapists, as well as patients, would not only greatly increase 
the usefulness of gamification in therapy, but increase therapist effectiveness and productivity 
as well. 
 
Therapists have a goal in mind when they conduct therapy sessions with their patients. They 
seek to achieve an end result or milestone. They expect a patient to achieve certain goals in a 
given time frame from a certain starting point. In games, settings are a great way to change the 
difficulty in a game and obtain a desired result from playing it, but if you don’t understand the 
game’s mechanics, the different configurable settings it presents may seem foreign to you. Or if 
setup in the wrong way, it may achieve an undesired end result. In a highly configurable game, 
such as ones developed for therapy, there tend to be numerous settings that can be changed to 
tailor the game to a patient’s needs. The next step for gamification in physical therapy would be 
the ability for therapists to enter goals for patients in terms therapists understand. Then, take 
steps towards having the game itself translate that goal into a multiplicity of settings and 
sessions that when completed by the patient would achieve the desired therapeutic goal. In turn, 
having the game output results, which are translated back into terms that are meaningful from a 
therapist perspective, helps monitor a patient’s progress and more easily facilitates intervention 
by therapists when necessary. 
 
There is a need to examine the supporting software infrastructure and processes needed in 
order for therapists to efficiently utilize this approach in a clinical setting and determine whether 
or not there is potential to improve the effectiveness and productivity of therapists when all of 
these issues, ranging from patient motivation and therapist efficiency, are addressed in the 
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context of an end to end solution. This study proposes to address these questions by an in situ 
study of how therapists conduct therapy with TBI patients with a gamification platform, and 
building a series of end-to-end prototypes that incorporate the game as well as the additional 
software needed to effectively use the game in a clinical setting. Therapists in local clinics 
iteratively evaluated these prototypes, and the results suggest that there is great potential to 
improve a therapist productivity and effectiveness after integrating the Pocket PT platform. 
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3. Literature Review 
 
3.1 What is Pervasive Healthcare? 
Pervasive healthcare can be defined as healthcare to anyone, anytime, and anywhere by 
removing locational, time and other restraints while increasing both its coverage and quality. [4] 
The use of pervasive healthcare and telemedicine services not only help medical professionals 
provide clinical care services to patients across any distance, but have also reduced 
hospitalization, costs, mortality and an overall improvement in health-related quality of life. [5] 
 
The use of sensors and context awareness in tele-rehabilitation bring the next step in pervasive 
health, making it possible to not only record data about patients directly into an electronic 
medical record, but also provide the context to the data that was recorded. For example, 
activities such as ‘Patient is sleeping’, ‘Patient is awake’ or ‘Patient is moving and doing his 
exercises’. Automatic classification of this data being recorded about patients can be key, 
especially if they are unable to explain his/her past activities. [5] 
 
Stroke and cardiac rehabilitation programs have considerable scientific evidence suggesting the 
need for new therapeutic strategies, which have not significantly impacted clinical practice, and 
where home-based programs may be the answer. [6] Many top-ranked knowledge gaps 
identified by participants in workshops stressed the need to integrate sensor-based measures 
into clinical practices, as well as having some sort of information reduction algorithm to make 
sense of all the data being collected for the patients. Sifting through the enormous amounts of 
data in oder to summarize it in a form meaningful to clinicians. [6] 
 
Three main interconnected categories have been found to be ongoing barriers when it comes to 
collecting large amounts of data from sensors, in either a clinical setting, or a pervasive/tele-
rehabilitation setting. Two of the three had to deal with the lack of appropriate technical 
infrastructure, including medical device and telecommunication technical standards and user-
centered human usability guidelines; plus the ability to transform the data into terms meaningful 
to a clinical setting. [6] 
 
3.2 What is Mobile Device Management? 
Mobile Device Management can be defined as software that secures, monitors, manages and 
supports mobile devices deployed across different service providers and enterprises. Device 
management is typically divided up into three main areas: Policy-based management, in which 
employee information is already organized within a directory system such as an Active Directory 
(A central location for network administration and security), security, a policy that enables 
automatic remediation when a device, or devices fall out of compliance; and document 
management, providing a central administered document repository that manages file 
availability via a policy that gives IT the ability to delete files when necessary and keeps 
employees from invent their own system of storing files on their devices. [7] 
 
Mobile Device Management in regards to healthcare is currently still being finalized. With the 
multiplicity of devices that exist, the general consensus is that all access to patient health 
information or medical records via a mobile device must be stateless (meaning there is no 
record of previous interactions, and each interaction request has to be handled based entirely 
on information that comes with it) and not retained. [8, 9] 
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On the grounds of bringing your own device to work (BYOD) from an employee/therapist 
perspective it cannot contain any information regarding a patient. However, if a patient were to 
bring their own device with them to a therapy session they would be permitted to store their own 
data on it. Provided they have accessed that information electronically from the clinics systems 
and have obtained necessary release of information to obtain the data. [8] 
 
3.3 How Do We Quantify Therapeutic Data? 
Traditional methods of Quantifying Therapeutic Data included the use of a scoring sheet, or a 
way to bring an objective approach to an extremely subjective matter. The Gross Motor Function 
Measure (GMFM) was used to assess and measure motor function of children with cerebral 
palsy (CP); creating a standard in which to measure the overall effectiveness and progress of 
therapy sessions. The goal of the GMFM was to eliminate intra-observer variation (everyone 
was trained how to do the assessment), inter-observer variability (same physical therapist 
administered the assessment), stress free environment, and lastly the minimize variation in the 
assessment by including a set of rules to abide by when scoring the patient. [10, 11] 
 
Most of these goals can be accomplished by the integration of a normalized assessment which 
can be tailored towards an individuals needs, yet still be able to objectively score the results of 
the examination and give a progress report that is meaningful to a therapist or clinician with 
minimal if any training on how to use the device at all. 
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4. Background 
 
4.1 The QTCMD & Bluetooth Sensors. 
The original application was designed to utilize GVSU’s Quantitative Trunk Measurement 
Device (QTCMD); a device that utilizes an accelerometer and the creation of an ad-hoc Wi-Fi 
network, to which the handheld device could connect to and get real time sensor data. The 
handheld device would have to drop any current Internet or network connection it was originally 
a part of in order to utilize the sensor capabilities of the QTCMD. This current configuration 
would not allow for the use of a centralized web dashboard, because of the network capabilities 
once you were tethered to the sensory device.  
 
 
Figure 1: QTCMD & iPod Touch Sensor 
 
Further work has been proposed to switch the QTCMD over to a Bluetooth radio instead of 
using a Wi-Fi radio. This switch would allow the handheld device to connect to the sensor while 
being able to retain any network or Internet connection it was a part of.  
 
The use of an iPod touch has been used to fill the gap as an acting sensor in order to keep this 
research moving forward for the time being. The iPod touch can act as a sensory device 
because it has an accelerometer inside it, but with the added benefit of having a Bluetooth radio 
as well.  
 
The Pocket PT application has been refactored to utilize three different sensory modes. The first 
being if no sensor is tethered to the handheld device, the device itself becomes the sensor and 
you can steer the game as if the handheld device were the steering wheel of the car. The 
second mode is active if you tether the handheld device to the original QTCMD, via ad-hoc Wi-
Fi connection; control of the application would act the same as before. The third and final 
sensory mode is utilizing an iPod touch as a controller, tethering via a Bluetooth connection; 
control of the application mirrors how it was originally controlled by the QTCMD. 
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4.2 Means of Integration 
There are five main parts to the integration of the Pocket PT application: Web Dashboard, IT 
Administration, Pocket PT Client, Pocket PT Backend and Research possibilities. All of these 
parts are tightly integrated into a single system, giving therapists seamless access to their 
patients’ therapeutic data and enabling patients to complete therapeutic sessions on their own 
terms. 
 
The therapists interact with the Web Dashboard portion of the application suite; setting goals 
and inputting therapy configuration data into the configuration settings, as wells as monitoring 
patients progress, viewing sessions and intervening when necessary. The Web Dashboard 
posts goals and therapy configuration data and pulls patient monitoring data from the Pocket-PT 
Backend. 
 
IT administrators interact with the Pocket-PT backend provisioning therapist profiles as well as 
creating and linking patients for therapists. 
 
Patients will interact with the Pocket-PT client connecting the QTCMD (Wi-Fi), iPod Touch 
(Bluetooth), or utilizing the iPad itself to receive personalized therapy setup by their therapist. 
This client pulls current session settings from the Pocket-PT Backend and posts the resulting 
session data back to the Pocket-PT Backend upon a patient’s completion of that particular 
session. 
 
The Pocket-PT backend is a system built around a relational database of session settings, 
session results and users. It receives goals and therapy configuration data from the web 
dashboard. It sends out monitoring data of patients. It receives provisioning data from IT 
administrators, pushes settings to Pocket-PT clients and receives session results. 
 
This integrated system allows for researchers to analyze vast amounts of de-identified patient 
data for future research topics. 
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Figure 2: Integration Diagram 
4.3 Pocket PT Application 
The original Pocket PT application was designed for sessions to both start and finish on the 
handheld device itself. This means that both session results and settings are stored locally on 
the handheld device. Clinical output from sessions can only be accessed on the device it was 
stored on; meaning if therapists wanted to look over their patient’s progress they would have to 
find the exact device that patient was using to complete sessions on in order to get to this data. 
This would also render that device incapable of providing more therapeutic sessions while it was 
in the hands of the therapist. 
 
These devices, with the original Pocket PT application, would have to be provisioned to patients; 
a patient’s profile would only be local to the device his/her profile was created on. Keeping track 
of who belongs to what device would prove cumbersome, as well as the possibility of multiple 
patients belong stored on the same device and whose therapy sessions happened to overlap. If 
a device was lost or stolen, all of that therapeutic data would not only be gone, but may prove to 
be a big liability as well. 
 
4.3.1 Refactoring Pocket PT 
Creating a login based Pocket PT application seemed like the next logical step, elevating the 
need to have access to specific handheld devices and conflicting patient therapy sessions 
between therapists and patients. Pocket PT was refactored into basically a thin client. Patient’s 
profile information would be pulled down to the device at the time of log in. Elevating the need to 
keep track of what patient went with what handheld device. As a result, this gives therapists the 
added benefit of remotely monitoring a patient’s settings, progress, and therapeutic data, and 
the capability to intervene if necessary. 
 
 
  
Figure 3: Pocket PT, Login & Menu Screen 
 
Once a patient was logged in, his/her therapy settings for the next session would be pulled from 
their profile located on the Pocket PT Backend. This would give therapists the ability to queue 
up multiple sessions in advance for a patient to complete during their therapy session. Keep in 
mind that these sessions could be completed in the comfort of the patient’s own home. All of the 
resulting session data would be committed back to the server at the time the session was 
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completed, rather than storing the data on the local device. Hence the device interaction with 
patient data would be stateless, as there would be no record of previous sessions, settings or 
identifying information left on the device once a patient logged out. 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Pocket PT, Settings 
 
 
4.3.2 New In-Game Features 
New features have been added as well to the refactored Pocket PT Application based on 
feedback obtained from therapists in the clinics.  These features include helpful hints, game 
pause, bluetooth sensor integration, and active sensor integration. 
 
Helpful hints have been added as a way to help patients navigate back to the road again once it 
has been lost. This was found helpful as some patients with severe limitations can get off track 
and are sometimes not able to find it again. 
 
An in game pause has been added to give therapists a chance to intervene with a patient’s 
therapy session without having to start the session all over again. You can simply touch 
anywhere on the screen to pause the game, but you must touch either the ‘Pause Overlay’ in 
the center of the screen, or the smaller ‘Pause Button’ in the top left of the screen to resume the 
session. 
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Figure 5: Pocket PT, Pause & Hint Features 
 
Bluetooth sensor integration and active sensor integration have also been added to the in-game 
play. You are no longer restricted to the use of the QTCMD when completing a therapy session. 
An apple product with Bluetooth and an Accelerometer can act as a suitable replacement for the 
QTCMD sensor. The notion of giving the patients the ability to complete sessions while holding 
the handheld device in their hands and utilizing the accelerometer from the device could prove 
to be useful in other types of therapy as well. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Active Sensor 
 
 
4.4 Therapist Dashboard 
The web dashboard was created as a means to provide therapists with relevant information 
about their patients in a central location. Therapist must login to interact with the dashboard in 
any way. If a therapist doesn’t have a login user/password, they would have to contact their 
local IT Admin to gain access. 
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Figure 7: Web Dashboard, Login & Welcome Page 
 
 
4.4.1 Recent Activity Stream 
The therapist dashboard’s purpose is to show a real time activity stream of their current 
patients. Here relevant information regarding both patient and therapists recent activities are 
shown, such as Session Completions, Setting Changes, and New Patients being added to their 
profile. Each of these items in the recent activity stream is clickable and will take you to the 
relevant information regarding that particular post. To the right of the activity stream there’s a My 
Patients table, which gives the therapist quick access to their patients information at a glance. 
 
 
Figure 8: Web Dashboard, Recent Activity Stream 
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4.4.2 Session History & Graphing 
The therapeutic results of sessions are automatically collected and posted to the patient’s 
profile. These profiles are linked to the patients’ therapist’s dashboard, where this data can be 
monitored and graphed. The graphing of session data is represented in real time as patients’ 
complete sessions. Graphical representation of a patient’s session results can be correlated 
between: Average Speed, Total Misses, Left Misses, Right Misses, Max Front Angle, Max Back 
Angle, Max Left Angle, Max Right Angle, Average Left Angle, and Average Right Angle in any 
combination the therapist wishes to view. 
 
The ability to graph therapeutic results over a time can increase the productivity and 
effectiveness of a therapist. The ability to abstract data and view correlations, that may 
otherwise have been missed, between different aspects of the game can bring great insight into 
what a particular grouping of therapeutic sessions represent. It gives therapists an easier way to 
keep track of a patient’s progress. 
 
Figure 9: Web Dashboard, Session Graphing 
 
 
4.4.3 Setting History & New Settings 
The history of previous session settings of a given patient is shown in the setting history. This 
provides a quick reference to see what a patient has been able to achieve in the past in hopes 
that a therapist can create a goal for the patient and a new therapy configuration that can be 
mapped to a new set of game settings that can be effective in treating the patient in the next 
therapy session. 
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Figure 10: Web Dashboard, Setting History & Creating a New Setting 
 
 
4.4.4 Current Patients & Adding a New Patient 
The list of current patients gives the therapist the ability to view what patients are linked to their 
profile and a summary of contact information associated with those patients. In addition to being 
able to view current patients, a method of creating and linking new patients to their own profile 
was implemented. Once a therapist creates a new patient, that profile becomes active 
immediately and the therapist can act on it like any other profile linked to their account. 
 
Figure 11: Web Dashboard, Patients & Adding a New Patient
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5. Research Model and Viability Study 
 
5.1 Automatic data collection 
The notion that automatically capturing and recording therapeutic session information for 
patients increases a therapist’s overall productivity, comes to mind when thinking about the 
possible opportunities the integration of the Pocket PT Application into a therapist daily routine 
can bring. 
 
If therapists no longer had to spend time collecting data from therapy sessions, it would enable 
them to focus more on the therapy side of sessions rather than the data collection side. This 
could have a potential impact in the overall effectiveness of therapy being given to patients. 
 
Giving therapists the ability to define high-level therapeutic goals for patients and in turn having 
the system provide hints or go as far as automating the configuration of the session settings for 
them could save therapists time in learning the inner workings and configuration context of the 
Pocket PT game. Further study and development of such a mechanism may prove to aid in the 
potential increase in a therapist’s productivity. 
 
Having the output from therapeutic sessions translated from the context of the Pocket PT game 
session results into higher-level therapeutic data meaningful to therapists may prove beneficial 
and further research and development may give light to potential improvement in the 
effectiveness of the therapist. 
 
5.2 More longitudinal data 
Having large amounts of data to gather and form conclusions from tend to result in more 
accurate assumptions and give light to trends that may have been missed on smaller data sets. 
Giving therapists an increased amount of data, especially an increased amount of consistent 
data sets (data sets made up of similar variables) make it easier to see correlations and trends 
within the data overtime. The more accurate the correlations and trends the therapists are able 
to find have potential to result in an increase in the quality of therapy a patient is able to be 
receive from the therapist. 
 
5.3 Patient receives therapy with minimal therapist intervention 
The Pocket PT system as a whole gives therapists a tool for tailoring therapy sessions for their 
patients. Once the therapist configures settings for a patient, that patient is free to start the 
session when or wherever he/she decides and therapists are able to intervene when necessary 
by utilizing the Pocket PT Dashboard. Since there is little need for the therapist to intervene 
during a session they are free to work with more patients. Increased throughput of patients for 
therapists, with minimal if any decrease in the quality of therapy a patient is being given would 
be a measure of an increase of productivity from a therapists perspective. 
 
5.4 Remote access and intervention 
With the added ability for patients to complete their sessions at will and even from the comfort of 
their own home. Therapists from time to time need the ability to check in on a patient’s progress. 
The functionality of a remote dashboard gives the therapist just that. If the session results of a 
patient are trending in an unfavorable manner, the therapist can intervene and push new 
configuration settings to the Pocket PT application. Fine-tuning this proposed functionality could 
potentially aid in the effectiveness of this type of therapy. 
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5.5 Method of Evaluation 
In order to examine how to best integrate the Pocket PT system as a whole into the daily routine 
of a physical therapist, the development and evaluation of the system was done in a series of 
iterative prototypes: 
 
• The first iteration of the system integration design was disseminated to therapists at the Mary 
Free Bed and Hope Network hospitals. 
 
• After the therapists used and evaluated the system, their feedback was gathered and the 
system integration design modified accordingly for another iteration. 
 
• Findings from this second iteration were collected in a final assessment.  This project is the 
next step towards a more serious clinical study with real patients. 
 
5.6 Questions to Address 
The specific questions this thesis will address include: 
 
• How higher-level therapeutic goals translate into game configurations? 
 
• To what degree can this process be automated? 
 
• How to assess game output and correlate it to a notion of patient progress? 
 
• How do we compare the notion of progress to higher-level therapeutic goals? 
 
• How to best integrate a patient therapy system into the daily routine of a physical therapist?  
 
This thesis will explore these questions through iterative experimentation and collaboration with 
domain experts (e.g. physical therapists in a clinical setting). 
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6. Prototype Design and Implementation 
 
A continuation of a former graduate student’s work was chosen as a starting point for the 
development of the following iterative prototype and the creation of a web dashboard backend. 
The original prototype, the former Pocket PT was written using Apple’s iOS development tools 
set utilizing Xcode and Objective-C. The target platform for that particular prototype was iOS 4 
or more recent devices.  
 
Two new versions of the prototype were developed, both over the course of the semester. The 
first prototype was a stripped down re-design of the old version of Pocket PT that interacted with 
a RESTful web services to post session content to a MySQL database backed dashboard. This 
version of the dashboard focused on: session settings, session history, list of patients, and an 
activity stream dashboard. For the second prototype, the feedback gathered from the first 
prototype was utilized in its creation. The second prototype focused on several additional 
features: it streamlined some of the functionality of its predecessor, incorporated patient 
assessments and lastly added functionality for therapists to not only set and assess patient 
goals, but automatically generate a game experience that helps patients eventually accomplish 
these goals. 
 
6.1 The Accessory 
The QTCMD sensor communicates via WiFi to the iPad running the Pocket PT App. It creates 
its own ad-hoc WiFi network, whose SSID is “QTCMD#”, the ‘#’ denotes the number of the 
sensor being utilized. Communication between the sensor and the iPad is performed using UDP 
packets on port 29168. Since the sensor communicates back and forth with the iPad via UDP 
over WiFi it was no longer a viable option for this particular version of the Pocket PT app. Since 
this version requires the use of an Internet connection at the same time utilizing a sensory 
device one was going to have to use a different form of data communication.  
 
Bluetooth happened to be the answer to this dilemma. Two options presented themselves. 
Either make the current QTCMD transmit over a Bluetooth connection, or find another sensory 
device that utilizes Bluetooth. The obvious answer was to modify the current QTCMD device by 
adding a Bluetooth radio to it instead of using a WiFi chip. This would have been a great 
solution if Apple wasn’t so strict with the types of Bluetooth devices it lets pair with its iOS 
devices. Since the Bluetooth SDK wasn’t released and the necessary Apple approval for the 
QTCMD device would be costly and time consuming an alternative option was chosen, an Apple 
iPod touch. A third option presented itself later on, switching the QTCMD over to Bluetooth 4. 
Communication between iOS devices and Bluetooth 4 is outside of Apple’s control and this 
option would have been pursed if there were Bluetooth 4 shields commercially available for the 
Arduino. 
 
It turns out the iPod touch posses the same functionality and in some areas improved 
functionality over the QTCMD, with the addition of a Bluetooth radio. Since both the iPad and 
iPod touch are Apple devices, it is easy to get the two paired and interacting via Bluetooth radio. 
In addition to the fact that both devices are Apple products and can run iOS applications, a 
single universal app was created for Pocket PT. This means that if you install the application on 
an iPad you would get therapeutic game functionality, but if you were to install the same 
application on an iPod touch you would get the QTCMD accessory functionality. This opens up 
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many possibilities for the distribution and data collection for local clinics, if this app were to be 
released in the wild. 
 
6.1.1 Bluetooth Transmission 
The interaction of the two iOS devices was done utilizing GameKit library within Xcode. The 
device acting as the accessory would broadcast a specific Session ID which the Pocket PT 
application would be looking for, in this case the Session ID being “edu.gvsu.sensorserver.” 
Once the Pocket PT application found a device broadcasting this specific Session ID it would 
append that device to a list of possible devices to pair with, as in Figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12: Bluetooth Pairing: Searching, Listing Possible Devices, Pairing 
 
This sample code denotes an iPod touch broadcasting a Session ID of “edu.gvsu.sensorserver”, 
in order for an iPad to pair with this device it would have to be looking for that exact Session ID. 
There is no ‘Discovery Mode’ when it comes to Apple’s Bluetooth functionality as of right now 
from a developer standpoint. 
 
//Start Data Server Session; 
self.dataSession = [[[GKSession alloc] initWithSessionID:@"edu.gvsu.sensorserver"  
                                displayName:@"iPod / iPhone" 
                                sessionMode:GKSessionModeServer] autorelease]; 
 
This bit of code the denotes how the iPad utilizes the GKSessionID to find and connect to the 
iPod touch broadcasting that exact same Session ID, in this case the Session ID being 
“edu.gvsu.sensorserver.” 
 
#pragma mark - GKPeerPickerControllerDelegate - 
// This creates a unique Connection Type for this particular applictaion 
- (GKSession *)peerPickerController:(GKPeerPickerController *)picker 
sessionForConnectionType:(GKPeerPickerConnectionType)type 
{ 
    GKSession* session = [[GKSession alloc] initWithSessionID:@"edu.gvsu.sensorserver"  
                                                  displayName:@"Angular Sensor" 
                                                  sessionMode:GKSessionModePeer]; 
    return [session autorelease]; 
} 
 
This particular code shows how to force a ‘disconnect’ between two paired devices. Only one 
device has to break the connection for the pair to stop, there doesn’t have two be an agreement 
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between the two. (No disconnect message is sent to the paired device). 
 
//Force a disconnect of the Bluetooth devices 
- (IBAction)disconnect_from_peers:(id)sender { 
    [self.dataSession disconnectFromAllPeers]; 
} 
 
Here is some addition sample code showing how to change states of the iPod functionality 
based on the current state of Bluetooth connectivity.  
 
//Changes the functionality of devices based on Bluetooth connectivity 
- (void)session:(GKSession *)session peer:(NSString *)peerID 
didChangeState:(GKPeerConnectionState)state  
{ 
    switch (state) 
    { 
        case GKPeerStateConnected: 
            NSLog(@"connected"); 
            _disconnect.hidden = NO; 
            break; 
        case GKPeerStateDisconnected: 
            NSLog(@"disconnected"); 
            _disconnect.hidden = YES; 
            break; 
        case GKPeerStateAvailable: 
            break; 
        default:  
            break; 
    }             
} 
 
6.1.2 Accelerometer output 
 
The raw accelerometer data gathered was passed through a low pass filter to keep the data 
from drifting. To draw an analogy from the familiar automotive word, this filter in a sense put 
‘shocks’ on the raw data being gathered, preventing the raw data from dancing around 
erratically. The low pass filter constant used was 0.1. 
 
#define kFilteringFactor 0.1 
 
// Use a basic low-pass filter to only keep the gravity in the accelerometer values 
for the X and Y axes 
accelerationX = acceleration.x * kFilteringFactor + accelerationX * (1.0 - 
kFilteringFactor); 
accelerationY = acceleration.y * kFilteringFactor + accelerationY * (1.0 - 
kFilteringFactor); 
accelerationZ = acceleration.z * kFilteringFactor + accelerationZ * (1.0 - 
kFilteringFactor); 
 
Once the raw data was passed through the filter it was then transformed into meaningful angle 
measures consistent to that of the output from the QTCMD accessory. The QTCMD was able to 
achieve accurate angle measures ranging from (+70 to -70) degrees. While utilizing the iPod 
touch as the accessory device it was able to obtain accurate angle measures of (+90 to -90) 
degrees. 
 
//keep the raw reading, to use during calibrations 
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UIAccelerationValue angleZ = atan2(accelerationY, accelerationX) + M_PI_2; 
UIAccelerationValue angleY = atan2(accelerationX, accelerationZ) + M_PI_2; 
UIAccelerationValue angleX = atan2(accelerationY, accelerationZ) + M_PI_2; 
 
The angle measures gathered were calculated in a specific way. This was to insure that the 
iPod touch acting as the sensor would be oriented in a meaningful way. The iPod touch would 
be oriented similar to that in Figure 13. Where tilting the iPod forward would increase the 
Forward angle measure, tilting the iPod back would decrease the forward angle measure and 
increase the backward angle measure. Rotating the iPod to the left would increase the leftward 
angle measure and finally rotating the device to the right would increase the rightward angle 
measure. 
 
 
Figure 13: iPod Touch Orientation 
 
The accelerometer data was then packaged up and transmitted to the iPad in a similar manner 
to that of the QTCMD. The data was wrapped inside an NSMutableDictionary with keys of 
‘angleX’, ‘angleY’, and ‘angleZ’. This data was transmitted using a protocol similar to that of 
UDP transmission where loss of data was acceptable. Since the raw data was being streamed 
at such fast rate, loss a value here and there wouldn’t harm the overall data transmission. It 
would be as if you were missing a single pixel of a single frame of a movie being played at 30 
frames per second. 
 
NSMutableDictionary *dict = [NSMutableDictionary dictionary]; 
    [dict setObject:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:angleX]  
             forKey:@"angleX"]; 
    [data setObject:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:angleY] 
            forKey:@"angleY"]; 
    [dict setObject:[NSNumber numberWithDouble:angleZ]  
             forKey:@"angleZ"]; 
 
 
- (void) sendAccelerometerDataToPeers:(NSData *) data 
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{ 
    if(_dataSession) 
    { 
        [self.dataSession sendDataToAllPeers:data withDataMode:GKSendDataUnreliable 
error:nil]; 
    } 
} 
 
 
6.2 First Prototype 
The first prototype focused on creating and integrating a web dashboard layer onto a 
redesigned Pocket PT App. This dashboard layer was broken down into two three different 
roles: Patient, Therapist and Administrator. The administrative role focused on 
creating/managing users (Patients, Therapist, other administrators). The therapist role focused 
on Game Sessions, Game Settings, and their Patients. The role of the patient was strictly used 
for credentials in the Pocket PT application and a pointer to save data created by the app in the 
web dashboard backend. 
 
6.2.1 Redesign of Pocket PT 
The code for Pocket PT application has been revamped to use the new ‘storyboard’ feature of 
the iOS development environment within Xcode, as shown in Figure 14. This new feature gives 
a graphical representation of the application screen flow hierarchy as a whole. The application 
itself has been completely redone. It now incorporates a Login Screen, Main Menu, Game and 
Settings View. The data being provided is being pulled from restful web services, which are 
provided by a PHP and MySQL backed server. The interaction can be seen in Figure 2 above. 
 
 
Figure 14: iOS Storyboard – Pocket PT 
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6.2.1.1 Login Screen 
When launching the app, a simple screen appears that prompts the user for their login 
credentials. Either a network administrator, who is an admin of the Pocket PT Dashboard, or a 
therapist, would provide the login credentials to a user. Figure 15 shows the Pocket PT login 
screen. The green circle at the top left signifies that you are connected to a WiFi network and 
that the host is reachable. The host in this case would be our server containing our restful web 
services. URL: “http://mobile.cis.gvsu/pocket_pt” If the circle in the top left corner is ever red, it 
means that the host is either down or you don’t have a WiFi connection available. Figure 16 
shows the network activity monitor icons. This login screen became a necessary part of the 
Pocket PT application to keep track of what patients were completing what sessions. In 
conjunction with pushing session data to the server on a per patient basis, the application would 
be required to pull game setting data from the server on a per patient basis as well. 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Pocket PT – Login Screen 
 
 
   
Figure 16: Connectivity Icons - Left:’Host Down’ Right:’Host Up’ 
 
 
6.2.1.2 Main Menu 
One the “Login” button is clicked; the user would then be moved to the main menu. The user is 
presented with the same connectivity circle in the top left as well as an accessory connectivity 
graphic in the top right. If either the iPod touch or the QTCMD accessory device is connected to 
the iPad the accessory connectivity graphic shows a full connection. If neither device is 
connected to the iPad the accessory connectivity graphic shows no connection, seen in Figure 
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18. If the user were to press this graphic, they would be presented with device connection 
options as shown above in Figure 12. Three menu options are also presented: Start New 
Session, View Settings, or Logout. 
 
 
Figure 17: Pocket PT – Main Menu 
    
Figure 18: Sensor Connectivity – Left:’Not Connected’ Right:’Connected’ 
 
6.2.1.3 Settings View 
If the user were to click ‘View Settings’ this view would be presented. It is a simple textual 
representation of the current session settings for that patient. Consisting of: Setting ID, Laps, 
Max Speed, Auto Accelerate, Auto Steer, Audio, Theme, Scenery, Track Length, Auto 
Increment, and a Creation time stamp. Hitting the ‘Refresh’ button in the top right pulls the 
current sessions settings from the restful web services. This was to aid the therapist in knowing 
what settings a particular patient currently had, without going back to their computer to look at 
their dashboard. 
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Figure 18: Pocket PT – View Settings 
 
6.2.1.4 In Game 
The overall game play has not been modified, but the new game feature added to the original 
Pocket PT application are: the ability to touch anywhere on the screen during a session to 
pause it and in game hint features. See Figure 5. The ‘hint’ feature was requested by therapists 
to aid patients in knowing where they are in relation to the track. The hint icon flashes ‘On’ and 
‘Off’ on a one second interval. See Figure 19. The ‘pause’ feature was requested by therapists 
to pause mid session if a patient required physical aid. 
 
   
Figure 19: Pocket PT – Hint Icons Off Track Right, Off Track Left, Respectively 
 
 
 
6.2.2 Web Dashboard 
 
6.2.2.1 Administration – Current Users 
The administration page is a list of all the current users of the Pocket PT Application. It consists 
of: Username, Email Address, First Name, Last Name, isAdmin, isTherapist, isPatient, along 
with a creation timestamp. This is strictly for network/application administration purposes. 
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Figure 20: Administration Panel 
 
6.2.2.2 Administration – Create User 
The administration Create User page is divided into 4 different sections: Account Info, Contact 
Info, User Roles, and Set Therapist. Under the ‘Account Info’ section we ask for the Username 
and Password for the new user being created. The username and password with either be used 
to gain access to the dashboard itself or the Pocket PT iPad application depending on which 
role is assigned to the user, shown in Figure 21. 
 
 
Figure 21: Create User – Account Info 
 
 
Under the ‘Contact Info’ section we ask for: First Name, Last Name and an Email Address. This 
information is strictly used for a therapist to easily recognize their patients on their dashboard as 
well as how to contact them via email as seen in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Create User – Contact Info 
 
 
Under the ‘User Roles’ you can grant them Admin privileges (ability to access the administration 
page), Therapist privileges (ability to create patients, settings, and view patients associated with 
that therapist), or Patient privileges (ability to do therapy on the Pocket PT iPad App). This 
functionality can bee seen in Figure 23. 
 
 
Figure 23: Create User – User Roles 
 
 
The ‘Set Therapist’ section is only valid when you set the ‘isPatient’ privilege to ‘YES’, after 
doing so you can associate a therapist to that patient via a drop down menu, which is populated 
with all currently active therapists in the system. This functionality can be seen in Figure 24. 
 
 
Figure 24: Create User – Set Therapist 
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6.2.2.3 Therapist – Dashboard 
In our meetings with the therapists, they expressed interest in being able to see recent 
therapeutic events that had taken place at a high level. A dashboard seemed like the logical 
answer to this request. The dashboard that was created contains two sections, a recent activity 
and my patients section. To easily identify events that had taken place, we decided to create a 
recent activity stream, in which key events are shown and denoted by different images seen in 
Figure 25. 
 
 New Patient Added 
 New Setting Created 
  New Session Completed 
 
These images make key events easy to recognize at first glace, reducing the time needed by 
the therapist to read through a table of information. 
 
Figure 25: Therapist – Recent Activity Stream 
 
 
Included in the dashboard display is a My Patients section that gives a simple list of the current 
patients a therapist has. It displays quick and relevant information for each patient such as: Frist 
and Last name, as well as a quick view of the patients’ username incase their patient forgot 
what it was. A depiction of this functionality is shown in Figure 26 below. 
 
 
Figure 26: Therapist – My Patients 
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6.2.2.4 Therapist – Sessions History 
A session history page was created to give therapists a reference to a complete list and 
breakdown of previous game session. It is a table consisting of specific measurements taken 
during the game session, which are the actual therapeutic values useful for therapists. This list 
is broken down by individual patient and can be filtered based on the Setting ID used for that 
therapy session, as seen in Figures 27. This list includes:  
 
Setting ID: The setting number associated with that particular session. 
 
Total Misses: Total number of times the user has gone off track during a particular game 
session. 
 
Misses Left: Total number of times the user has gone off the left side of the track during a 
particular game session. 
 
Misses Right: Total number of times the user has gone off the right side of the track during a 
particular game session. 
 
Max Left: The maximum inclination angle to the left, achieved by the patient. 
Max Right: The maximum inclination angle to the right, achieved by the patient.  
Max Front: The maximum inclination angle to the front, achieved by the patient. 
Max Back: The maximum inclination angle to the back, achieved by the patient.  
Average Left: The average inclination angle to the left, achieved by the patient.  
Average Right: The average inclination angle to the right, achieved by the patient.  
Average Front: The average inclination angle to the front, achieved by the patient.  
Average Back: The average inclination angle to the back, achieved by the patient.  
Average Speed: The average speed achieved by the patient. 
 
 
Figure 27: Session – Patient Selection & Filter 
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Figure 28: Session – Table of History 
 
 
6.2.2.5 Therapist – Sessions Graph 
In addition to listing the session history in a table format the therapists expressed interest in 
seeing visually what was happening in the data. Based on this we thought it would be relevant 
to list the data in graphical representation. Not only giving the therapists the option to graph all 
the session data, but give the therapists the option to choose what data is being graphed ‘on-
the-fly’ by toggling buttons as seen in Figures 30 and 31. The data being graphed can also be 
filtered from on a range of Session IDs. This gives therapists the ability to slice and manipulate 
the session data into more meaningful chunks. A example of the filter is represented in Figure 
29. 
 
 
Figure 29: Session – Patient Selection & Filter 
 
 
 
Figure 30: Session – Graph Controls 
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Figure 31: Session – Graph 
 
 
6.2.2.6 Therapist – Setting History 
In our meetings with the therapists they emphasized over and over the importance of keeping 
track of data. This is why a history of past settings is important. Each game session game can 
be mapped back to a particular setting based on the Setting ID. This correlation is important 
when a therapist is analyzing a game session and wants to know what settings may have 
contributed to a particular outcome. A sample set of session settings can be seen in Figure 33. 
These settings include: 
 
Track Length: Total distance the user would need to travel to achieve one lap of a game 
session. 
 
Number of Laps: Total number of times around the track a user would need to complete during 
a game session. 
 
Max Speed: The maximum speed a user was able to achieve during a game session. 
 
Turn Bias: The ratio of right turns vs. left turns for a particular game session. 
 
Auto Accelerate (on): the game generates acceleration/deceleration and does not require the 
user to perform anterior/posterior trunk movement to alter speed. 
 
Auto Accelerate (off): the user is required to perform anterior/posterior movement to alter 
speed. 
 
Auto Steer (on): the game controls the turns and does not require the user to perform lateral 
trunk movements. 
 
Auto Steer (off): the user is required to perform lateral trunk movements to meet the goals of 
the game. 
 
Automatic Adjustment of Difficulty: gaming system automatically increases or decreases the 
difficulty of a game session based on the percentage the user was able to stay on track during a 
single lap. 
 
Car Theme: User races a car around a paved track.  
 
Bike Theme: User races a bike around a dirt track. 
 
Scenery: Ability to control how much scenery a game session has. 
 
Audio: Ability to control whether or not a game session has sound. 
 
This tabled list of previous session settings is organized by individual patient and can be filtered 
based on a particular Setting ID depicted in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32: Setting – Patient Selection & Filter 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33: Setting – Table of History 
 
 
6.2.2.7 Therapist – New Setting 
Creating a new setting for a patient can be achieved by clicking on the blue +Setting button on 
the Setting History page of the Pocket PT Dashboard, an example of this can be seen in Figure 
32. Once clicked you are presented with 4 sections containing settings for the Pocket PT 
Application. 
 
The User section is the first one you see at the top left of the screen. This is where a therapist 
selects which patient to add a set of game settings. It consists of a combo box that is pre-
populated with the current patients of the therapist, represented in Figure 34. 
 
Figure 34: New Setting – Patient Selection 
 
 
The Track section, directly under the user selection section, is where therapists can alter setting 
options specifically regarding the track length; number of laps, and the max speed the patient is 
allowed to go. Each in their own combo box with preset values for easy selection by the 
therapist, represented in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35: New Setting – Tack Options 
 
 
Directly to the right of both the user and track sections is the Sensor section. This is where 
information directly affecting the user interaction with the Pocket PT application via the sensor 
accessory. The sensor options are: auto steer, auto accelerate, auto increase difficulty, auto 
increase difficulty after, and auto decrease difficulty after. Each of these setting options is in a 
combo box with preset values for easy selection by the therapist, an example of this can be 
seen in Figure 36. 
 
Figure 36: New Setting – Sensor Options 
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The Audio / Visual section gives the therapist direct control over exactly that, the audio and 
visual aspects of the Pocket PT Application. These options include: Theme, scenery and audio, 
all of which are conveniently placed inside combo boxes with preset values for easy selection by 
a therapist, this can be seen in Figure 37.  
 
 
Figure 37: New Setting – Audio / Visual Options 
The idea behind the new settings page of the dashboard was to streamline the therapists’ ability 
to create session settings for a patient. Giving them more time to focus on other aspects of the 
therapy. Once the new setting has been created, that setting gets pushed to that patient’s 
profile. The next session that patient completes a session; it will be done with the setting the 
therapist just created. From that moment on any new session completed will be associated with 
that new setting id. 
 
 
6.2.2.8 Therapist – Current Patients 
The list of current patients gives the therapist the ability to view what patients are linked to their 
profile and a summary of contact information associated with those patients. See Figure 39. In 
addition to being able to view current patients, a method of creating and linking new patients to 
their own profile was implemented by clicking on the +Patient button depicted in Figure 38. 
 
 
 
Figure 38: Current Patients – Filter 
 
 
Figure 39: Current Patients – Table of Patients 
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6.2.2.9 Therapist – New Patient 
Once a therapist clicks the +Patient button they are presented with an exact replica of the 
administration create user page, with one difference. The User Roles section only presents one 
option and it is greyed out to show you that you can only create patients depicted in Figure 40. 
These patients are automatically linked to your profile as well. Once a therapist creates a new 
patient, that profile becomes active immediately and the therapist can act on it like any other 
profile linked to their account. 
 
 
Figure 40: New Patient – User Roles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3 Second Prototype 
The second prototype focused on refinement of current functionality and addition of game 
control settings, assessment functionality, goals and patient progress implemented on both the 
web dashboard and the redesigned Pocket PT App. The feedback gathered after the therapists 
had a few weeks to evaluate the first prototype was also taken into consideration and most of 
their suggestions were incorporated into the new iteration of the prototype as well. 
 
6.3.1 Redesign of Pocket PT 
 
6.3.1.1 Main Menu 
The main menu redesign was a combination of requests from the therapists. A few cosmetic 
changes were made for instance the button sizes are now bigger and easier to press when the 
application is in landscape mode to increase the usability of the application. The ‘view game 
settings’ button has been removed completely and in place of it is a ‘refresh’ button shown in 
Figure 41 below. This is to force the application to pull the most current settings if it hasn’t done 
so already. The idea of tracking patient progress has been incorporated in this version of Pocket 
PT and is displayed as a progress bar at the bottom of the screen seen in Figure 41. The 
progress of the patient gets pulled from the restful web services of the Pocket PT Dashboard 
backend. The calculation of the progress tracking heuristic will be discussed later in this thesis. 
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Figure 41: Pocket PT - Main Menu V2 
 
6.3.1.2 Assessments 
Therapists expressed interest in seeing the ability to assess patients incorporated directly into 
the same application as the game functionality. Creating in a sense an application that can do it 
all. There’s no need to switch applications or record data for the assessments separately or by 
hand. This functionality has been added and ‘Easter Egged’ within the main menu screen of the 
Pocket PT App. Example of this functionality can be  seen in Figure 42. 
 
 
Figure 42: Pocket PT – Assessment 
 
To gain access to this functionality you simple do a rotation gesture on the device and tap the 
bottom left hand corner of the screen depicted in Figure 43. The assessment functionality gives 
therapists an easy way to assess a patient’s progress at either pre-defined interval, or whenever 
a therapist feels an assessment is necessary. All of this data gets pushed to the Pocket PT 
Dashboard as well, that way you can see a trending history of assessment data for a particular 
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patient. Since all the data is recorded automatically for a therapist, this not only saves a 
therapist time, but also makes it easier for therapists to incorporate Pocket PT into their daily 
routines. 
 
 
 
Figure 43: Pocket PT – Assessment ‘Easter Egg’ 
 
6.3.1.3 Game Settings 
Therapists expressed interest after using the first prototype, to be able to change the game 
settings right on the device for a patient. The need was expressed on the ground that they don’t 
always have a computer nearby when doing a therapy session with a patient and having to go 
back to the web dashboard in order to change a simple game setting was tedious. The ability to 
change a patients game settings on the Pocket PT App has been added and “Easter Egged’ as 
a result of feedback from the therapists. The functionality was to be hidden to keep patients from 
being compelled to change their own game settings, especially if the therapy is taken place from 
the comfort of their home. This functionality can be seen in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: Pocket PT – Game Settings 
 
 
To gain access to this functionality you simply do a rotation gesture on the device and tap the 
bottom right hand corner of the screen depicted in Figure 46. This streamlines the ability for 
therapists to intervene in the event a patient is having a hard time with a particular game 
session with a therapist. In addition to being able to change all the settings for a session the 
therapist is also presented with the option to add a note as to why they felt necessary to 
intervene and make a change. An example of this functionality can be seen in Figure 45. The 
changes to the game settings get pushed back to the Pocket PT Dashboard backend along with 
the note stating why a change was made. This way all the data is still kept consistent and its 
less additional notes a therapist would take during a session. 
 
 
Figure 45: Pocket PT – Game Settings ‘Notes’ 
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Figure 46: Pocket PT – Game Settings ‘Easter Egg’ 
 
 
6.3.2 Web Dashboard Redesign 
 
6.3.2.1 Administration – Current Users 
A few helpful functionalities have been added to the administrative backend based on prior use 
and feedback from admin utilization. For instance being able to Edit and existing user 
changing/altering their privileges as well as their password. Plus the additional ability to delete 
existing users and have it cascade deleting everything associated with their account. Deleting a 
therapist however doesn’t delete Patients’ accounts associated with that therapist’s account. A 
representation of this functionality can be seen in Figure 47. 
 
Figure 47: Administration – Added Functionality 
 
6.3.2.2 Therapist – Dashboard 
The therapist dashboard has been altered to incorporate the newly added patient goals and 
assessments. A ‘pencil’ icon in the activity stream denotes the completed assessments, which 
are depicted in Figures 48 and 49. 
 
 
Figure 48: Dashboard – Recent Activity Addition 
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Figure 49: Dashboard – My Patients Addition 
 
 
6.3.2.3 Therapist – Session History 
Based on the therapists’ feedback the average speed has been changed back from its scaled 
value to its original. The original thought behind scaling the value down by a power of ten was to 
keep the graphical data more meaningful when matched values like total misses were matched 
against the average speed. All angle measures have units next to their value and are all positive 
angle measures. The session history is now ordered with the most current session being at the 
top of the table instead of at the bottom. This change was a result of some of the feedback from 
my interactions with the therapists. This change can be seen in Figure 50. 
  
 
Figure 50: Session History – Feedback Result 
 
 
A detailed session view has also been added. This was to gain the ability to drill down into an 
individual session and add notes as to events that have occurred or thoughts a therapist may 
have had during a particular game session. In the future a top down view of the track would be 
shown in this view and a annotation as to where the patient has gone off track overlaid on the 
tack. This would give therapists great insight as to what happened during a particular game 
session. This functionality is represented in Figure 51. 
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Figure 51: Session History – Detail View 
 
 
6.3.2.4 Therapist – Session Graph 
The graph data points have been switched over from using Session IDs to Session Dates. 
Therapists expressed that dates had more meaning attached to them than incremental Session 
IDs. The average speed has also been changed back to its original value. Added a hover over 
ability, if you hover over a point on the graph it will bring up all relevant data at that particular 
points date, as shown in Figure 52. 
 
Figure 52: Session Graph – Feedback Result 
 
 
6.3.2.5 Therapist – Setting History 
The turn bias setting has been exposed on the setting table history, as requested by the 
therapists. This was put here so therapists can see at a glace what they key settings were 
during a particular game session. The setting history is now ordered with the most current 
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session setting being at the top of the table instead of at the bottom. This change was a result of 
some of the feedback from my interactions with the therapists. This change can be seen in 
Figure 53.  
 
 
Figure 53: Setting History – Feedback Result 
 
 
A detailed setting view has also been added. This was to gain the ability to drill down into an 
individual session settings and add notes to explain why they chose the settings they did for a 
particular patient. The notes taken from altering the session settings on the iPad, the Easter 
Egged functionality mentioned above, also get incorporated in this notes section. This 
functionality can be seen in Figure 54. 
 
 
Figure 54: Setting History – Detail View 
 
6.3.2.6 Therapist – New Settings 
Modifications of some of the settings on this portion of the dashboard have been altered to give 
more meaning to therapists. Add a standard time value, in seconds; to the track length selection 
option gives the therapists the ability to get a feel for how a long a game session will last per lap 
that is being created. This time is based on a 200 mph max speed and no misses during the 
game session. The turn bias control has been exposed on the session settings panel. This was 
requested to give therapists the ability to control the percentage of left turns versus right turns in 
a game session depicted in Figure 55. Complete control of all the settings can still be achieved 
on the device itself as well. As of right now the device offers more granular control of the 
settings than the web dashboard. 
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Figure 55: New Setting – Feedback Result 
 
 
6.3.2.7 Therapist – Create Patient 
Feedback from the first prototype suggested that creating a new patient while being in the 
therapist role had a lot more overhead than anticipated. For instance, in order for a patient to 
start using the Pocket PT application a user profile would have to be set up for them by a 
therapist. In addition to the user profile, the therapist would have to create an initial session 
setting for that patient, an initial goal (new to this version) for that patient and have done at least 
one assessment with the device (new to this version). 
 
Taking all this into consideration, if the Pocket PT Application suite is to be tightly integrated with 
a therapists daily routing we want to have as few barriers and streamline processes as much as 
possible. The new version of creating a patient looks exactly like the old version, but with the 
added capability of generating an initial session setting based on default values therapists have 
expressed to be a good starting points for patients. A default initial assessment and goal is 
generated as well. All of which can be edited at a later time at the therapists’ convenience. The 
overhead has changed from five steps to just one, filling in the patient’s credentials on the 
patient creation screen. Plus an optional step, once on the device altering the session settings 
for the first time, but the overhead on the dashboard has been removed to get the patient 
creation process as streamlined as possible in an effort to save valuable time for therapists. 
 
6.3.2.8 Therapist – Assessment History 
An assessment history page was a logical addition after giving the Pocket PT App the ability to 
do assessments on patients. This required the Dashboard to be expanded to handle this newly 
added functionality. The assessment history page contains a table of recent assessments with 
the most a current assessment at the top of this list. The ordering of the assessment history this 
way seemed logical based on previous feedback from other similar lists above as seen Figure 
56 below.  
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Figure 56: Assessment History 
 
 
The data being collected from the Pocket PT App consists of an Assessment ID, Max Left, Max 
Right, Max Front, Max Back and Initial Front Back Degree measure an Initial Left Right Degree 
measure plus a creation time stamp of when the assessment has taken place depicted in Figure 
57. 
 
 
Figure 57: Assessment Table 
 
 
A detailed assessment view has also been added. This was to gain the ability to drill down into 
an individual assessment and add notes to explain what the therapist observed during a 
particular session, if they so choose. The notes taken from the assessment on the iPad, the 
Easter Egged functionality mentioned above, also get incorporated in this notes section. An 
example of this functionality can be seen in Figure 58 below. 
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Figure 58: Assessment - Detail View 
 
 
 
6.3.2.9 Therapist – Goals 
Patient goals are a fundament part of the second prototype and they allow therapists to quickly 
assess how far along a patient is and how far from where they want a patient to be at the end of 
a particular time period represented in Figure 59. The premise behind creating patient goals was 
to elevate the need for therapists to know the inner workings of the game. Therapists are able to 
enter a goal at a very high level within the domain of a therapist, not the game. As soon as a 
new patient gets created a generated default goal is attached to their profile. 
 
 
Figure 59: Goals 
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A goal consists of four main parts: progress, trunk mobility, days left and the deadline. The 
premise behind calculating a patient’s progress in relation to the therapeutic goal set by the 
therapists was to bridge the language barrier between game session output data and 
therapeutic insight. Removing the overhead makes it easy for therapists to assess patient 
progress when utilizing the Pocket PT platform. Patient progress is broken down it two main 
parts. The first being where the patient actually stands in relation to the goal set by the therapist. 
The second being where the patient should be at this exact point in time in relation to the goal 
set by the therapist. The ‘Actual’ progress bar changes between four different colors depicted in 
Figure 60: 
 
Red: Meaning the patient has fallen behind more than a difference of 10% from the expected 
progress and may need therapist intervention to get back on track. 
 
Yellow: Meaning the patient has fallen behind by less than a difference of 10% from the 
expected progress. 
 
Blue: Meaning the patient is right on track or within a small threshold of the expected progress, 
the color purposely match’s that of the expected progress bar. 
 
Green: Meaning the patient is ahead of schedule of more than a difference of 10% from the 
expected progress. 
 
The expected progress bar does not change color; it remains blue the entire time. 
 
 
Figure 60: Goals – Table 
 
 
If a therapist wishes to edit or change a patient’s goal, for instance, from the auto-generated 
values that get put in during patient creation, they simply have to click the edit button in the table 
row for the patient goal the therapist wishes to edit depicted in Figure 60. Once in the edit 
screen the therapist is presented with four sections shown in Figure 61. 
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Figure 61: Goals – Edit 
 
 
The first two sections deal with the input of values similar to that of the assessments taken by 
the patients in the Pocket PT App. Here a therapist is prompted for Max Left, Right, Front and 
Back angle measures he/she would like to see their patient achieve. This is depicted in Figure 
62 below. 
 
 
Figure 62: Goals – Edit Input Max: Front, Back, Left, Right 
 
In the next section the therapist is presented with a date input field, a deadline to depict when a 
patient should be able to achieve the goal angle measures that were set for the patient. The 
goal deadline currently defaults to one year from the current date. A notes section was added to 
keep track of the thoughts a therapist may have had during the creation or alteration of a 
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patient’s goal, it is optional and not required. This functionality is represented in Figure 63 
below. 
 
Figure 63: Goals – Edit Deadline 
 
 
Patient progress gets calculated and updated every time a patient completes a game session on 
the Pocket PT App. The notion of patient progress, specifically how much progress to increment 
at the time of session completion is managed by a heuristic. This heuristic takes previous 
assessments, previous as well as current session results, patient’s goal, and two different time 
periods into account. The first time period is the number of days between when the goal was 
created and the goal deadline. The second period is the number of days between when the 
session was completed and when the goal was created. The heuristic calculations are as 
follows: 
 
Actual Progress: Percent_Increase = (Goal_Dstance_Over_Time / Total Goal Distance) * 
100 
 
Goal_Distance_Over_Time = Total_Goal_Distance / Total_Days 
 
Total_Days = Difference in days between time when the goal was created and the goal 
deadline. 
 
Total Goal Distance: 
 
 
 
Total_Goal_Distance = Summation of Goal Expected Angle Measures - Summation of Current 
Assessment Angle Measures. This is done on a per angle basis. Where GM = Max: Front, Back, 
Left, Right and where AM = Max: Front, Back, Left, Right. For instance:  
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Goal Max Left - Assessment Max Left = Difference.  
 
If that Difference is less than zero we set the ‘difference’ equal to zero, because the goal has 
been reached for that angle measure. 
 
Expected Progress: Percent_Increase * Days_That_Have_Passed 
 
Days_That_Have_Passed = Difference in days between when the goal was created and the 
date the session was completed. 
 
The Actual Progress only gets Incremented if two criteria are met. The first criterion is that the 
current session has to have less than eight total misses. If that’s the case we go through and 
calculate Actual and Expected progress. If it doesn’t meet this first criterion, the session just 
gets added to the session history and nothing else is done/calculated. The second criterion for 
patient actual progress to be incremented is if the total_average_distance_from_goal is 
greater than current_distance_from_goal. If this is true, progress has been made and the 
patient gets the percent_increase, calculated above, added to his/her actual progress. 
 
Total Average Distance From Goal: 
 
 
total_average_distance_from_goal  = Summation of Goal Expected Angle Measures (GM) - 
Summation of the average of all previous game session’s max angle measures (SM). This is 
done on a per average session max angle basis. Where GM = Max: Front, Back, Left, Right and 
where SM = Max: Front, Back, Left, Right.  For instance:  
 
Goal Max Left – Average of all previous session’s Max Left values = Difference.  
 
If that Difference is less than zero we set the ‘difference’ equal to zero, because the goal has 
been reached for that angle measure. 
 
Current Distance From Goal: 
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current_distance_from_goal = Summation of Goal Expected Angle Measures - Summation of 
the Current Session Max Angle Measures. This is done on a per angle basis. Where GM = Max: 
Front, Back, Left, Right and where SM = Max: Front, Back, Left, Right. For instance:  
 
Goal Max Left - Session Max Left = Difference.  
 
If that Difference is less than zero we set the ‘difference’ equal to zero, because the goal has 
been reached for that angle measure. 
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8. Results 
 
Each prototype included an online survey in which the feedback form the therapists was 
collected. Before the therapists were exposed to the surveys, they had the opportunity to use 
the prototypes for at least one week, after being trained in the specifics on how to navigate and 
use the app. Follow-up interviews were then conducted with each participating therapist. 
 
8.1 First Prototype 
For the first prototype, a total of three therapists, from both Mary Free Bed and Hope Network, 
answered the survey. Their responses are summarized below. 
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When you look at the session data, what determines if a session was ‘good’ or ‘bad’? 
and does it vary per patient? 
 
“It will vary per patient, but I would use data like total misses or misses to a particular side and 
compare them against previous sessions. I could also use data like top speed to compare 
against previous sessions. (If a patient is able to stay on track at a certain speed, I would bump 
up the speed for an increased challenge.).” 
 
“Varies with patients. I would say I focus mostly on number of misses with the patients I've used 
it with.” 
 
“Very infrequent use of the system so far, so hard to answer.  In addition, I answered the 
question above because I was forced to (red asterick), but I was not able to get any session 
results.” 
 
If you had the ability to collect any information you wanted from the ‘Pocket-Pt’ game 
what would you want to collect? And Why? 
 
“The ability to write a note describing the circumstances of the trial: was the patient standing or 
sitting? Were they standing on a firm surface or a compliant surface? Etc.” 
 
“How far they lean each direction as it gives me an objective measure of how much they are 
doing. I like all the other output that we get as well." 
 
“If this was to be used as a home program, I would want to be able to collect number of uses 
and how long/often the game was played.  This would help me track compliance. 
As a treatment tool for balance, I don't know that I have a good feel for what information I would 
like.  I like the idea of collecting information on speed, time to complete a lap, tracking the 
settings of the game (this is important to be able to progress)” 
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If the system were to allow a therapist to set goals for individual patients how should 
those goals be quantified? 
 
“Ex: pt will complete X number of laps at Y speed while having fewer than Z total misses on the 
track (or some variant of the above). You can also include things like "pt will be able to 
successfully complete a lap with a L turn bias at X degrees threshold." 
 
“Examples: Patient X will improve control of right weight shift as evidenced by decreasing 
number of misses toward right side by 5. Patient X will improve postural control as evidenced by 
ability to stay on course 90% of a lap." 
 
“My initial thoughts: Patient will improved speed by decreasing time to complete preset game by 
10 or more seconds. Patient will reduce total number of misses by ____. To write any of the 
above goals, it would be necessary to." 
 
 
 
General comments about the Session Page? 
 
“I wish we still had the control options from the previous version: adjusting the angle thresholds, 
biasing the percentage of turns in one direction, flipping the forward/backward axes.” 
 
 
 
Looking at the graph, what would depict Positive patient progress? And Negative patient 
progress? 
 
“It would depend on the criteria. An increase in top speed would be progress, but an increase in 
total misses would not.” 
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“Improved consistency/inconsistency” 
 
“Unable to see the graph -- not sure if I am doing something wrong, but unable to get it to work.” 
 
What correlations between the data we are currently collecting, or data we haven’t 
thought of collecting would be useful to have a graph for? 
 
“n/a secondary to unable to see graphs at this time.” 
 
“N/A” 
 
“speed and # of misses, degree of turns and # of misses" 
 
General comments about the Graph page? 
 
“Is there an ability to scale the graph or does it do that automatically?” 
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What would you like to see added to the dashboard page? 
 
“See comment above about having old control features.” 
 
“I like that the patients wouldn't be able to adjust settings at home because of the dashboard 
feature, but for the people that we use it with in the clinic it would be nice to just go in to the 
game (like it was before) and make adjustments right there. A lot of times I wouldn't have gotten 
everything set up on Dashboard ahead of time and it was time consuming to go through 
dashboard and add a new person and then go back to the game. It'd be nice if there was the 
option to do both where you could log in as the patient and access nothing, or if you log in as 
the clinician you could control things right there for more of a clinic "training" mode where you 
can mess with the settings right there and don't even get data (which I know sort of defeats the 
whole purpose of this program!) but we don't necessarily need that data EVERY time if we're 
just using it as a tool during a session.” 
 
“Not sure that there is any thing specific to add to the dashboard page.   
My specific feedback is that the system has a lot of steps just to get someone set up. I strongly 
feel that part of the reason we used the device less frequently was due to the increased 
complexity of getting it set up.  And there is no easy way for different therapists to work with 
other therapists clients (other than share passwords, which so easily get lost in the shuffle).” 
 
General comments about the ‘Dashboard’ page? 
 
“This is not specific to the dashboard page, but I would recommend there be an option for clinic 
use as just a modality within a treatment (a tool just to give clients a balance challenge, a fun 
way to exercise) and a 2nd option for the app to be used as part of a home program (data on 
performance would be more important).” 
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What information (if any) would you like collected, in addition to what we already collect 
when adding a patient? 
 
“There is a good amount of info.” 
 
“Add in more information such as date of birth, date of injury, diagnosis.” 
 
“Unsure at this time due to limited use of app.” 
 
General comments about the ‘Current Patient’ & ‘Patient Creation’ page? 
 
“None” 
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What functionality would you like added to the ‘Settings’ page? 
 
“See above comments.” 
 
“It looked like you took away some of the settings that were available on the previous version.  
Switching the acceleration from forward to backward, changing the angles you set them 
at....these were features that I had liked about the first version." 
 
“Need descriptions of the different settings -- not sure how each of the individual settings impact 
the overall game and how it is played.” 
 
8.2 Second Prototype 
For the second prototype, a total of four therapists, from Mary Free Bed, Hope Network and a 
doctoral student in physical therapy program, answered the survey. Their responses are 
summarized below. 
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Are there better ways to visually represent patient progress towards therapeutic goals? 
Any additional comments? 
 
“it has been very easy to work with tom and he has done a great job of integrating all 
suggestions/feedback timely and effectively. We come from very different backgrounds however 
tom was able to translate our therapeutic goals into this game which was quite impressive.” 
 
“I have not had an opportunity to use the Pocket PT recently due to the continued problem of not 
being able to appropriately secure the iPod to a patient. We have tried to come up with short-
term working solutions but have not been successful. I have not wanted to use only the iPad 
because I feel there is more benefit from combining it with the iPod and challenging trunk control 
and overall balance. If an easy way to secure the iPod could be developed, I would use this 
system much more frequently.” 
 
“The above is based on only 1 use of the updated program.  Use of the Pocket PT has been 
limited due to inability to secure the iPOD in a correct position on a clients back (and I 
understand this is separate from the Web Dashboard functions...but can't use the Web 
Dashboard if I can't get the iPOD/iPAD to work correctly).” 
 
“I still think this app has great potential but it is still not user friendly for use IN the clinic. 
The rotation gesture to change settings on the ipad itself are not working so I wasn't able to 
change any settings on the fly like I had wanted to do.  
It's still very, very difficult to get the ipod sensor attached to a patient correctly, which i know is 
not a ""programming"" issue, but it really inhibits my ability to fully use this device with a patient.  
 
It seems that the logins are case sensitive, which I didn't realize, so I used it with someone and 
it let me log her in w/a lower case ""e"", but when I went to the dashboard to get her data, her 
name was with an uppercase ""E"" and there was no data uploaded for her. 
 
I really like the concept; and I want it to work. I just need it to be something I think of spur of the 
moment, I can just grab it go with a patient and be able to adjust settings on the fly. Which it 
seemed like you had built into it when you brought the updated version to show us, but it's not 
working on our ipad.”
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9. Discussion 
When we set out to study how to best integrate the Pocket PT system as a whole into the daily 
routine of a physical therapist, we had a vague idea of how we could make this happen. During 
the initial meetings with different experts from Mary Free Bed, Hope Network and GVSU’s 
physical therapy program, ideas on how to integrate this system started to emerge. The 
answers to our initial questions started to come to light with these different iterations of 
prototypes and feedback gained from the therapists.  
 
How higher-level therapeutic goals translate into game configurations? 
 
In our observations and meetings with the local therapists having the idea of pre-defined 
session settings and static tracks would be the best fit for associating high-level therapeutic 
goals to session settings. Each track would be geared towards a different therapeutic goal in 
mind. For instance having a track to that focused mainly on left turns to help patients who were 
deficient in trunk control of their leftward movements. Keeping the track static would give 
therapists a better reading on how a patient was progressing through different iterations of 
therapeutic sessions. Having preset tracks that you could select based on goal deficiency was 
the main feedback from therapists in regards to therapeutic goals translating into game 
configurations. 
 
How to assess game output and correlate it to a notion of patient progress? 
 
Based on the therapist’s feedback, minus the involvement of real patients given to us on 
prototype two, it seems the heuristic (mentioned in the above sections) has come close to 
mapping game output to patient progress. 75 percent of the therapists said it accurately reflects 
patient progress towards therapeutic goals.  
 
“It would depend on the criteria. An increase in top speed would be progress, but an 
increase in total misses would not.” 
 
“It will vary per patient, but I would use data like total misses or misses to a particular 
side and compare them against previous sessions. I could also use data like top speed 
to compare against previous sessions. (If a patient is able to stay on track at a certain 
speed, I would bump up the speed for an increased challenge.).” 
 
“Improved consistency/inconsistency” 
 
How do we compare the notion of progress to higher-level therapeutic goals? 
 
With a few more iterations I believe we could develop a viable heuristic that would determine 
fairly accurately how a patient is doing in reference to goal set by a therapist. This was feedback 
from the therapists, it would be interesting to see how close we are with the current heuristic to 
track progress of actual patients and see how well therapists feel it matches. 
 
“Ex: pt will complete X number of laps at Y speed while having fewer than Z total misses 
on the track (or some variant of the above). You can also include things like "pt will be 
able to successfully complete a lap with a L turn bias at X degrees threshold." 
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“Examples: Patient X will improve control of right weight shift as evidenced by 
decreasing number of misses toward right side by 5. Patient X will improve postural 
control as evidenced by ability to stay on course 90% of a lap." 
 
Total misses and overall trunk control “weight shifting” was incorporated based on the 
therapists’ feedback, to aid in our heuristic evaluation of patient progress. Since assessments 
were used to frequently gain a measure of where a patient is currently, a snapshot if you will of 
their progress at that particular time. It seemed almost intuitive to prompt therapists what 
assessment results would you like to see the patient achieve X months from now. This idea 
became the basis for therapists to set goals for the patients and have the game, utilizing the 
heuristic, keep track of the patient’s progress. 
 
“My initial thoughts: Patient will improved speed by decreasing time to complete preset 
game by 10 or more seconds. Patient will reduce total number of misses by ____. To 
write any of the above goals, it would be necessary to." 
 
“it has been very easy to work with tom and he has done a great job of integrating all 
suggestions/feedback timely and effectively. We come from very different backgrounds 
however tom was able to translate our therapeutic goals into this game which was quite 
impressive.” 
 
How to best integrate a patient therapy system into the daily routine of a physical 
therapist? 
 
After evaluating the prototypes, the feedback and the interviews, it is clear to us that if you 
wanted to integrate a patient therapy system into the daily routine of a physical therapists it 
needs to be able to be customizable ‘on-the-fly’: 
 
“It looked like you took away some of the settings that were available on the previous 
version. Switching the acceleration from forward to backward, changing the angles you 
set them at....these were features that I had liked about the first version." 
 
“I like that the patients wouldn't be able to adjust settings at home because of the 
dashboard feature, but for the people that we use it with in the clinic it would be nice to 
just go in to the game (like it was before) and make adjustments right there. A lot of 
times I wouldn't have gotten everything set up on Dashboard ahead of time and it was 
time consuming to go through dashboard and add a new person and then go back to the 
game. It'd be nice if there was the option to do both where you could log in as the patient 
and access nothing, or if you log in as the clinician you could control things right there for 
more of a clinic "training" mode where you can mess with the settings right there and 
don't even get data (which I know sort of defeats the whole purpose of this program!) but 
we don't necessarily need that data EVERY time if we're just using it as a tool during a 
session.” 
 
The overall process needs to be as streamlined as possible, removing all or most of the 
overhead you can possibly part with. For instance, the process of creating a new patient which 
was mentioned in the redesign of that process in prototype two above. That process is now 
simplified from start to finish: 
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“Not sure that there is any thing specific to add to the dashboard page.   
My specific feedback is that the system has a lot of steps just to get someone set up. I 
strongly feel that part of the reason we used the device less frequently was due to the 
increased complexity of getting it set up.  And there is no easy way for different 
therapists to work with other therapists clients (other than share passwords, which so 
easily get lost in the shuffle).” 
 
The overall system process needs to have the ability to add notes and annotations wherever 
you can possible especially during parts of patient interaction: 
 
“The ability to write a note describing the circumstances of the trial: was the patient 
standing or sitting? Were they standing on a firm surface or a compliant surface? Etc.” 
 
“See comment above about having old control features.” 
 
The overall system process needs to have all of its components in functional working order, to 
make a meaningful impact. We definitely had a few comments about how to attach the 
accessory device to a patient and when they might get a harness to do just that: 
 
“I have not had an opportunity to use the Pocket PT recently due to the continued 
problem of not being able to appropriately secure the iPod to a patient. We have tried to 
come up with short-term working solutions but have not been successful. I have not 
wanted to use only the iPad because I feel there is more benefit from combining it with 
the iPod and challenging trunk control and overall balance. If an easy way to secure the 
iPod could be developed, I would use this system much more frequently.” 
 
“The above is based on only 1 use of the updated program.  Use of the Pocket PT has 
been limited due to inability to secure the iPOD in a correct position on a clients back 
(and I understand this is separate from the Web Dashboard functions...but can't use the 
Web Dashboard if I can't get the iPOD/iPAD to work correctly).” 
 
"It's still very, very difficult to get the ipod sensor attached to a patient correctly, which i 
know is not a ""programming"" issue, but it really inhibits my ability to fully use this 
device with a patient." 
Our iterative prototypes helped us gain a much better grasp of how to integrate Pocket PT into 
the daily routine of the physical therapist. In our survey 50 percent of the therapists said utilizing 
this application simplified the amount of work you would normally perform during a therapy 
session. 75 percent of the therapists said the web dashboard portion of the Pocket PT 
Application was useful. Everybody seemed to feel that the Pocket PT Application has the 
potential to help them become more effective as a physical therapist. 
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10. Conclusions and Future Work  
The results of our prototypes have shown us that the Pocket PT platform has great potential in 
terms of integrating with a therapist’s daily routine and it shows promise in aiding the 
productivity and effectiveness of not only the therapist, but the therapy they are providing to their 
patients. The work done to-date has validated that there is an opportunity here to take the 
Pocket PT platform to the next level and do a clinical study on real patients. 
 
There is always room for improvement for future prototypes, but like a friend of mine said in the 
past, “there’s a fine line between simple and useful and complex and useless.” Alex Restrepo. 
While most of the requests made by the therapist were implemented, some were just simply out 
of scope for the given time period allocated to a thesis project. The following are a series of 
features that should be evaluated and possibly added in the future. 
 
-Richer, moving visuals: 
Being able to gradually add visual elements such as moving backgrounds or random objects 
such as rocks, birds or traffic. During a few meetings with the therapist we came up with the 
idea of collecting coins that are scattered across the track, to elicit even finer grained motion of 
the patients. Almost like a track within a track concept. This would also add an additional 
motivating factor to the Pocket PT App. 
 
-Some sort of backpack or harness for the unit: 
One of the biggest complaints about the usability of the sensor is about how hard it is to position 
and attach to the patient; a small backpack or harness should be designed so wearing the 
sensor is a simple procedure. 
 
-Preprogrammed tracks that vary in difficulty: 
This idea came up when discussing with the therapists possible ways to make the prototype 
easier to use. The idea is basically to have three or four “Quick-Start” / “Pre-Programmed” 
tracks, with different difficulties and preset settings, so instead of configuring the session for 
every use; the therapist could simply choose one of the preset tracks. 
 
-Offline Mode: 
Being able to queue up session results, assessment data, and setting changes locally on the 
device until an Internet connection is available. Once an Internet connection is available pushing 
all the data stored in those queues that that time. This would solve the WiFi problem and elevate 
the need to convert the QTCMD device to Bluetooth. However implementing this with that end 
result in mind would stifle the possibilities the Pocket PT App may have in the future. This 
should be simply adding additional functionality to the device. 
 
-Bluetooth 4 integration (QTCMD): 
The current accessory uses WiFi as its networking technology, however, it is preferable to use 
Bluetooth for communication. By using WiFi, the handheld device needs to disconnect from any 
network it may be connected to, so it can connect to the accessory. This limits the flow of 
information, as the handheld device will need to switch to a standard WiFi connection in order to 
sync data. With Bluetooth, the handheld device doesn’t need to switch networks, and can 
access the Internet while interacting with the accessory at the same time. This was 
accomplished, in a way, in this study by using an iPod touch as a replaced accessory device, 
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but adding Bluetooth functionality to the QTCMD would be a much more viable option for the 
future of this project. 
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11. Appendix 
 
11.1 Database Tables – Dashboard 
CREATE TABLE assessment_table ( 
  Assessment_ID int(15) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  Assessment_User_ID varchar(500) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_MaxLeft int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_MaxRight int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_MaxFront int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_MaxBack int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_InitialFront int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_InitialSide int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_Notes varchar(5000) NOT NULL, 
  Assessment_Created timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, 
  PRIMARY KEY (Assessment_ID) 
) ENGINE=InnoDB  DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 
 
CREATE TABLE goals_table ( 
  Goal_User_ID varchar(500) NOT NULL, 
  Goal_PercentComplete float NOT NULL, 
  Goal_ExpectedComplete float NOT NULL, 
  Goal_MaxLeft int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Goal_MaxRight int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Goal_MaxFront int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Goal_MaxBack int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Goal_Notes varchar(5000) NOT NULL, 
  Goal_Deadline datetime NOT NULL, 
  Goal_Created timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, 
  PRIMARY KEY (Goal_User_ID) 
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 
 
CREATE TABLE session_table ( 
  Session_ID int(15) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  Session_User_ID varchar(500) CHARACTER SET utf8 NOT NULL, 
  Session_Settings_ID int(15) NOT NULL, 
  Session_OffTrack varchar(25) NOT NULL, 
  Session_AverageSpeed varchar(25) NOT NULL, 
  Session_MissesLeft varchar(25) NOT NULL, 
  Session_MissesRight varchar(25) NOT NULL, 
  Session_AverageLeft varchar(25) NOT NULL, 
  Session_AverageRight varchar(25) NOT NULL, 
  Session_TotalMisses int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Session_TotalRight int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Session_TotalLeft int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Session_MaxFront int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Session_MaxBack int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Session_MaxLeft int(11) NOT NULL, 
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  Session_MaxRight int(11) NOT NULL, 
  Session_Notes varchar(5000) NOT NULL, 
  Session_Created timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, 
  Session_Completion datetime NOT NULL, 
  PRIMARY KEY (Session_ID) 
) ENGINE=InnoDB  DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 
 
CREATE TABLE settings_table ( 
  Settings_ID int(15) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  Settings_User_ID varchar(500) CHARACTER SET utf8 NOT NULL, 
  Settings_Laps int(5) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_MaxSpeed float NOT NULL, 
  Settings_AutoAccelerateEnabled varchar(5) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_AutoSteerEnabled varchar(5) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_AudioEnabled varchar(5) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_Theme varchar(50) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_SceneryEnabled varchar(5) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_TrackLength int(25) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_TurnBias float NOT NULL, 
  Settings_AutoIncrement varchar(5) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_AutoIncrementAfter float NOT NULL, 
  Settings_AutoDecrementAfter float NOT NULL, 
  Settings_Notes varchar(5000) NOT NULL, 
  Settings_Created timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, 
  PRIMARY KEY (Settings_ID) 
) ENGINE=InnoDB  DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 
 
CREATE TABLE user_table ( 
  User_Email varchar(500) NOT NULL, 
  User_FirstName varchar(50) NOT NULL, 
  User_LastName varchar(50) NOT NULL, 
  User_Username varchar(50) NOT NULL, 
  User_Password varchar(500) NOT NULL, 
  User_LastLogin datetime NOT NULL, 
  User_Created timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP, 
  User_IP varchar(50) NOT NULL, 
  isAdmin tinyint(1) unsigned NOT NULL, 
  isTherapist tinyint(1) unsigned NOT NULL, 
  isPatient tinyint(1) unsigned NOT NULL, 
  User_TherapistID varchar(500) NOT NULL, 
  PRIMARY KEY (User_Username) 
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 
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11.2 Database Tables – iPad 
CREATE TABLE patients ( 
id integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT UNIQUE, firstName text NOT NULL, 
lastName text NOT NULL, 
phone text, 
notes text, 
image binary) 
 
CREATE TABLE assessments ( 
id integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, patientid integer NOT NULL, 
"timestamp" date NOT NULL, 
maxLeft integer NOT NULL, 
maxRight integer NOT NULL, 
maxFront integer NOT NULL, 
maxBack integer NOT NULL, 
initialLR integer NOT NULL, 
initialFB integer NOT NULL, 
notes text) 
 
CREATE TABLE sessions ( 
id integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, patientID integer NOT NULL, 
"timestamp" date NOT NULL, 
totalTime real NOT NULL, 
bestTime real NOT NULL, 
timeOffTrack real NOT NULL, 
maxLeft integer NOT NULL, 
maxRight integer NOT NULL, 
maxFront integer NOT NULL, 
maxBack integer NOT NULL, 
averageLeft integer NOT NULL, 
averageRight integer NOT NULL, 
averageFront integer NOT NULL, 
averageBack integer NOT NULL, 
maxSpeed real NOT NULL, 
avgSpeed real NOT NULL, 
missesLeft integer NOT NULL, 
missesRight integer NOT NULL) 
 
CREATE TABLE sessionSettings ( 
id integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT, sessionID integer NOT NULL, 
theme integer NOT NULL, 
enableScenery boolean NOT NULL, 
turnBias real NOT NULL, 
maxSpeed real NOT NULL, 
autoAccelerate boolean NOT NULL, maxForwardDOF real NOT NULL, 
maxBackwardsDOF real NOT NULL, 
autoSteer boolean NOT NULL, 
maxLeftDOF real NOT NULL, 
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maxRightDOF real NOT NULL, 
laps integer NOT NULL, 
length integer NOT NULL, 
notes text, 
flipFrontBack boolean NOT NULL, autoincrementDifficulty boolean NOT NULL, 
autoincrementAfterValue real, decrementBelowValue real, 
enableAudio boolean NOT NULL)
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